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SYSTEM DIAGRAM

Sender Receiver Signal Communication Line

Driver Side J/B ECU Theft Deterrent ECU �Luggage opener activation signal BEAN

Theft Warning ECU Luggage Room J/B ECU �Luggage open output request signal BEAN

Luggage Room J/B ECU Theft Warning ECU
�Luggage key−linked signal
�Luggage courtesy switch signal
�Luggage switch signal

BEAN
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
1. LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT DOOR OPENER AND CLOSER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
When the luggage door opener switch ON signal is input to the driver side J/B ECU, the trunk opener activa-
tion signal is sent to the theft wanning ECU through the multiplex communication line. A large amount of data
are input to the theft warning ECU. Based on these data, the theft warning ECU judges if the luggage
compartment door can be opened or not. When the ECU determines that the luggage compartment door
can be opened, the driver side J/B ECU: 1) sends a luggage open output signal, 2) activates the door closer
motor, and 3) opens the luggage compartment door.
The luggage door closer includes the position detection switch, the courtesy switch and the open detection
switch (on the striker side). These switches send signals to the driver side J/B ECU. Based on these signals,
the driver side J/B ECU controls the luggage compartment door closer system.
2. FUNCTION OF MAIN COMPONENTS
The luggage compartment door opener and closer system mainly consists of a luggage door lock and the
luggage room J/B ECU. The luggage door lock contains switches and a motor. The constituent parts provide
the functions listed below.

Components Function

Luggage Door Lock

�Provides both opener and closer functions. In accordance with signal received from switches, 
luggage door lock automatically closes luggage door that is ajar to fully closed state. 
This is accomplished by actuating closer motor to push and turn latch in order to pull striker in.

�Upon receiving open signals from switches, system actuates motor to disengage latch from link
 mechanism in order to free latch. Result is that striker disengages from latch, enabling luggage 
door to open.

Courtesy Switch

�Changing courtesy switch signal from ON to OFF causes closer function to start. Furthermore,
while system operates in closer mode, if courtesy switch detects that luggage door has been
mechanically opened through operation of luggage door key cylinder, it transmits signal to 
luggage room J/B ECU. Upon receiving this signal, ECU initializes system to open 
completion state.

�Luggage room lamp illuminates while this switch outputs ON signal (with luggage door open).

Position Detection Switch (Open)
Position Detection Switch (Close)

Rotating position of closer motor is detected through ON/OFF patterns of 2 switches and their 
signals are transmitted to luggage room J/B ECU.

Closer Motor
Actuated by signals from luggage room J/B ECU, closer motor performs both closer and opener func-
tions.

Luggage compartment Door Striker
Luggage door striker is mounted on body. Engagement of pole portion of striker with latch causes lug-
gage door to lock.

Luggage Room Junction Block ECU Controls luggage opener and closer system in accordance with signals received from switches.

Luggage Door Open Switch
Mounted on luggage compartment door striker, this switch is used for detecting whether luggage door 
is open or closed and for transmitting applicable signal to luggage room J/B ECU.

Smart Trunk Open Switch*
Detects that smart trunk open switch of smart key system has been pressed and transmits 
applicable signal to luggage room J/B ECU.

Theft warning ECU
In wireless door lock remote control function, if trunk lid opener switch on transmitter is pressed, 
theft warning ECU transmits signal to luggage room J/B ECU via BEAN.

Driver Side J/B ECU
When luggage door opener switch is pressed, driver side J/B ECU transmits signal to 
luggage room J/B ECU via theft warning ECU.

HINT:
*: with Smart key system
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3. GENERAL
� A single actuator performs both the opener and closer functions. It is located in the luggage door lock

assembly. The closer function automatically closes the luggage door entirely even if only a light pres-
sure is applied to close the luggage door.

� A jam protection function is used so that if the presence of a foreign object is detected between the
luggage door and the body while the system is in closer mode, the system stops this mode and
changes to opener mode.

� While this system is in closer mode, if the trunk lid opener switch of the transmitter or the luggage door
opener switch is pressed, or if the luggage door key cylinder is turned, the system cancels its operation
and opens the luggage door.

� This system is controlled by the luggage room J/B ECU. In accordance with the signals received from
the switches, the ECU controls the opener or closer function by actuating the closer motor push and
turn the latch. 
The luggage room junction block ECU transmits its signals via the Body Electronics Area Network
(BEAN) and belongs to the steering column bus.
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4. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
Luggage Door Lock Assembly
� The luggage door lock assembly is mounted on the luggage door and consists mainly of a link mecha-

nism and a closer motor. It provides 2 functions: the closer function to automatically close the luggage
door and the opener function to disengage the striker from the luggage door latch.

� The luggage door lock assembly contains 1 courtesy lamp switch and 2 position (open and closed)
detection switches in the closer motor.

Luggage Door Striker Assembly
� The luggage door striker assembly is mounted on the body. The engagement of the pole portion of

the striker with the latch of the luggage door lock assembly causes the luggage door to lock.
� A luggage door open switch is used for detecting whether the luggage door is open or closed.
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Luggage Room J/B ECU
(a) General

� When this system is in opener mode, it actuates the closer motor in order to free the latch by
disengaging the latch from the link mechanism under one of the following conditions: 1) an open
request signal from the wireless door lock remote control system or luggage door opener switch
is received by the ECU, or 2) a change in the courtesy switch signals from OFF to ON, which is
caused by the operation of the luggage door key cylinder, is received by the ECU. 
At this time, because the hinges of the luggage door apply tension to the door in the open direc-
tion, the pole portion of the striker disengages from the latch.

� In closer mode, this system operates as follows: when the state of the luggage door changes
from open to ajar, the signal from the courtesy light switch changes from ON to OFF. 
Upon receiving this signal, the ECU actuates the motor in order to push and turn the latch via
the link mechanism. As a result, the latch engages with the pole portion of the striker in order to
fully close the luggage door.

� A jam protection function is used so that if the position detection switches cannot detect a close
completion position after the system has started its closer function, the system determines that
an abnormal condition has occurred (such as the detection of a jammed object) in the closer func-
tion. Then, the system stops the operation of the closer function and changes to the opener func-
tion.

(b) Operation
� In the luggage door opener and closer system, after the motor rotates the gears approximately

180 degrees from its initial position (open completion position) to change the state of the luggage
door from ajar to fully closed, the motor stops. 
Then, the motor rotates the gears from the close completion position (open starting position) to
the release position in order to free the latch (by disengaging the latch) from the link mechanism.
After disengaging the pole portion of the striker from the latch, the motor stops in this position.
In this manner, the motor stops before reaching the initial position (open completion position) for
the time being. Because the switches are thus not in their initial state, the system is prevented
from executing the closer function, such as when prompted by the sluggishness of the luggage
door. Thereafter, when the system detects that the state of the luggage door open switch has
changed from OFF to ON (because the door has opened), it actuates the motor to rotate the
gears to the initial position (open completion position) and stops the motor. The switches will then
return to their initial state.

� In the jam protection function, if the system detects the jamming of an object, it reverses the mo-
tor just before it reaches the full lock position and actuates the motor until the close completion
position (open starting position) has been reached. 
At this time, the latch becomes free by disengaging from the link mechanism. As a result, the pole
portion of the striker disengages from the latch. Thereafter, the system actuates the motor in the
forward direction to return to its initial position (open completion position).

� While the system is operating in the closer mode, if a signal that indicates that the luggage door
has been opened (such as from the trunk lid opener switch, luggage door opener switch, or the
courtesy switch through the operation of the luggage door key cylinder), the system stops the
closer function.
Then, it reverses the motor, just as in the jam protection function. In this manner, the system can-
cels its operation and opens the luggage door regardless of its condition. 
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� The timing chart below shows the basic operation of the luggage door opener and closer system.

(c) Fail−safe
If a system malfunction is detected by the luggage room J/B ECU, the ECU stops the system. 
However, even if the system is deactivated, the luggage door can be opened and closed manually.
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5. STANDARD LUGGAGE DOOR OPERATION
(a) During standard luggage door operation, the closer motor rotates counterclockwise and changes be-

tween positions in the following order: 1) open completion position, 2) close completion position, and
3) open standby position. The closer motor then returns to the open completion position. When lug-
gage door operation is abnormal, the closer rotates clockwise.
The position detection switches and the closer motor positions are described in the table below.

Closer Position 1. Open Completion Posi-
tion

2. Close Completion Posi-
tion (when the rotation is
counterclockwise)

2. Close Completion Posi-
tion (when the rotation is
clockwise)

3. Open Standby Position

LOPN terminal ON OFF ON OFF

LCLS terminal OFF OFF ON ON

Luggage Door Condition Luggage door is open. Luggage door is closed. − LOCK does not function
due to its structure when
the latch is free.

Closer Operation
(a) Normal Motor Operation

When the closer motor is at the open completion position (position detection switches: LOPN ON,
LCLS OFF) and the luggage door lock switch (BDCY) is OFF, if the luggage door courtesy switch
(LCTY) is turned from ON to OFF, the closer motor rotates counterclockwise and stops at the close
completion position (position detection switches: LOPN OFF, LCLS OFF).

(b) Motor Operation Under Abnormal Condition (Jammed object is present)
If the close completion position (position detection switches: LOPN OFF, LCLS OFF) cannot be de-
tected within 3 seconds after closer operation was activated, an error occurs and a jammed object is
assumed to be present. As a result, the closer operation is cancelled and, once motor stoppage of 100
�20 msec is confirmed, the closer motor rotates clockwise to the open completion position (position
detection switches: LOPN ON, LCLS OFF).

(c) Opener Operation Demand During Closer Operation
If any of the following conditions are found during the closer operation, the opener operation is con-
ducted.

� The transmitter luggage door UNLOCK switch or the luggage door opener switch has been pressed.
� The luggage room J/B ECU receives a luggage door OPEN signal from the theft warning ECU.
� The luggage door courtesy switch (LCTY) is ON.

HINT:
The luggage door key cylinder switch and the luggage door courtesy switch (LTCY) are mechanically con-
nected. When the key cylinder switch signal indicates that the luggage door has been opened, the luggage
door courtesy switch is turned ON.

Opener Operation
(a) Normal Motor Operation

When the closer motor is at the close completion position (position detection switches: LOPN OFF,
LCLS OFF), if a luggage door OPEN signal is received, the closer motor rotates counterclockwise and
the opener operation is conducted.
The motor will stop at the open standby position (position detection switches: LOPN OFF, LCLS ON).
If the luggage door lock switch signal changes from OFF to ON (luggage door has opened), the closer
motor rotates counterclockwise, stopping at the open completion position (position detection switches:
LOPN ON, LCLS OFF).
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(b) Motor Operation Under Abnormal Condition 
Even through the closer motor is not in the close completion position (position detection switches:
LOPN OFF, LCLS OFF) the luggage door courtesy switch (LCTY) sends an ON signal (through opera-
tion of the luggage door key cylinder) or a luggage door OPEN signal is received. This is determined
as an error and the closer motor rotates clockwise to the open completion position (position detection
switches: LOPN ON, LCLS OFF).
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TERMINALS OF ECU
1. CHECK DRIVER SIDE J/B (DRIVER SIDE J/B ECU)

(a) Disconnect the DA and DG J/B, and D5 and D6 ECU connectors.
(b) Measure the resistance and voltage of the wire harness side connectors.

Standard:
Symbols (Terminal No.) Wiring Color Terminal Description Condition Specified Condition

MPX−IG (DA−1) − 
GND (DG−8)

B−W − W−B Battery (power supply)
Ignition switch 
1: OFF → 
2: ON

1: Below 1 V → 
2: 10 to 14 V

MPX−B (D5−5) − 
GND (DG−8)

R−B − W−B Battery (power supply) Always 10 to 14 V

GND (DG−8) − 
Body ground

W−B − Body ground Ground Always Below 1 Ω

GND2 (D5−1) − 
Body ground

W−B − Body ground Ground Always Below 1 Ω

TSW (D6−5) − 
Body ground

V − Body ground
Luggage compartment door
opener switch input

Luggage compartment door
opener switch 
1: OFF → 
2: ON

1: 10 kΩ or higher → 
2: Below 1 Ω

If the result is not as specified, there may be a malfunction on the wire harness side.
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2. CHECK LUGGAGE ROOM J/B (LUGGAGE ROOM J/B ECU)

(a) Disconnect the LA, LL and LF J/B, and L12 and L14 ECU connectors.
(b) Measure the resistance and voltage of the wire harness side connectors.

Standard:
Symbols (Terminal No.) Wiring Color Terminal Description Condition Specified Condition

MPX−IG (LF−13) − 
Body ground

L − Body ground Battery (power supply)
Ignition switch 
1: OFF → 
2: ON

1: Below 1 V → 
2: 10 to 14 V

MPX−B (LF−12) − 
Body ground

SB − Body ground Battery (power supply) Always 10 to 14 V

P−GND (LA−5) − 
Body ground

W−B − Body ground Ground Always Below 1 Ω

SG (L14−5) − 
Body ground

W−B − Body ground Ground Always Below 1 Ω

HIC (LL−1) − Body ground B−W − Body ground +B power supply Always 10 to 14 V

BDCY (L14−8) − 
Body ground

L − Body ground
Door lock switch (luggage)
input

Door lock switch (luggage)
1: OFF → 
2: ON

1: 10 kΩ or higher → 
2: Below 1 Ω
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Symbols (Terminal No.) Specified ConditionConditionTerminal DescriptionWiring Color

TKUL (L12−3) − 
Body ground

V − Body ground
Luggage compartment
door key unlock switch in-
put

Luggage compartment
door key unlock switch
1: OFF → 
2: ON

1: 10 kΩ or higher → 
2: Below 1 Ω

LPSW* (L12−2) − 
Body ground

BR − Body ground
Luggage compartment
door push switch input

Luggage compartment
door push switch
1: OFF → 
2: ON

1: 10 kΩ or higher → 
2: Below 1 Ω

If the result is not as specified, there may be a malfunction on the wire harness side.
*: w/ Smart key system
(c) Reconnect the LA, LL and LF J/B, and L12 and L14 ECU connectors.
(d) Measure the voltage of the connector.

Standard:
Symbols (Terminal No.) Wiring Color Terminal Description Condition Specified Condition

LCM+ (L12−8) − 
LCM− (L12−1)

V − L
Luggage door closer mo-
tor output

1: Luggage door OPEN →
2: Motor in closed operation → 
3: Operation completed (luggage door
CLOSED)

1: Below 1 V → 
2: 10 to 14 V → 
3: Below 1 V

LCTY (L12−4) − 
Body ground

G − Body ground
Luggage door courtesy
switch input

Luggage door
1: CLOSED → 
2: OPEN

1: Below 1 Ω → 
2: 10 kΩ or higher

LCLS (L12−6) − 
Body ground

GR − Body ground
Luggage door position
switch (close) input

1: Luggage door OPEN →
2: Motor in closing operation → 
3: Operation completed (luggage door
CLOSED)

1: Below 1 V → 
2: 10 to 14 V → 
3: Below 1 V

LOPN (L12−7) − 
Body ground

B − Body ground
Luggage door position
switch (open) input

1: Luggage door OPEN →
2: Motor in closing operation → 
3: Operation completed (luggage door
CLOSED)

1: 10 to14 V → 
2: 10 to 14 V → 
3: Below 1 V

If the result is not as specified, the luggage room J/B ECU may have a malfunction.


